
 Daniel 8:3 Me box
In class we were asked to do a me box. It’s basically a box that is decorated and it should
also contain 10 things about me.
1. MY SHELF I’ve played video games since i were a kid and that is something i get
nostalgia and a great time out of. But i haven’t collected video games for that long, to
be honest is that a kinda new hobby for me. The thing is that i love to get that rare old
game, it’s like i’m completing a mission, and the games look amazing on the shelf.
2.YOUTUBE Youtube is something i love to watch when i want to relax. It’s very nice to
just sit on my chair and maybe watch a gameplay video or something. I also like to see
others video game collections.
3.MY BED I freaking love my bed, sleeping just feels so comfortable. Like if you feel tired
and go to bed. I love it.
4. BADMINTON Usually me and my friends have different hobbies but when it comes to
Badminton, it’s so much different. We all laugh and play together, and also compete
against each other. Badminton is something that i don’t have to do alone.
5. MAKE GAMES I love to sit on my chair relax, take a drink and just work. That is
something i could do when i make my own games. I also become more creative,
because i have to think what’s the best move to move my game to the right direction.
6.MONEY This one is pretty simple. I like money because when i have them, i can buy
more games to collect. I love to know i can buy pretty much every game i want.
7.NEW THINGS IN THE MAIL So i put a box on top of the shelf because i love to get new
things. Like i said i love getting new games, but one of the best parts is that you get so
excited when you open the box. It’s even more fun when you order different games at
once, because then it’ll be a surprise to you what game you’re opening.
8.WINING So i’m this guy that really doesn't in himself, but when i win it’s different. Like if
i win a match in Badminton or maybe when you beat a difficult enemy in a video game. It
helps me to know that i’m actually good at stuff.
9.VIDEO GAMES Okay this one was expected, but it really is a big part of my life. The
thing is if i run into a problem that i can’t solve, i can just relax a little bit and have fun in a
video game. It’s so fun to for instance explore a huge mountain, a cave or even under
water temples. This is something i can’t do in real life.
10.MY DESK I love my desk just because the simple reason that i use it a lot and i can
have my computer on it. Like everything i do has some connection to my desk. It’s that
simple, i just use it a lot and i’m happy i have it.


